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1. Analysing paradoxes

• Distinguish types of urban movements

• Distinguish city, state, global and 

movements contexts

• Features of alter globalization movement

• Links between local and global actions?

• Example: Squatters’ Movement in Spain



  

2. Hypotheses

• Most urban movements tend to be localist in their 

claims, even recognising global implications / 

constrictions.

• Some new urban movements resist better to 

institutionalization and, at the same time, behave 

and protest globally.

• Alter-globalization movement must adapt to local 

placesplaces of protest, but do not focus on local issuesissues.



  

2. Hypotheses

• Local: everyday life, consumption, housing, 

urban planning, urban ecology…

• Global: international flows of goods, services, 

information and people; neoliberal policies; 

finance capitalism…

• While local and global problems are always 

linked, urban movements become global when 

actions are consistent and network of allies 

increases.



  

3. Squatters: example/exception

• Global attitude (“squatting is more than 
living”) and radical local actions (against real 
state private property…).

• Rare connections to neighbourhood 
organizations, but feeding a network of local 
activists from several social movements.

• Political innovation and countercultural 
openness: travelling, disobedience, self-
management, DIY, P&P, direct democracy…



  

4. Rhizomes, immediatism, TAZs, 

events and a glocal movement?

• In Spain, the Squatters’ Movement was an 
“early” alter-globalization movement: 
denying itself as “a movement” and using 
local squats and Social Centres as “tools” 
and “platforms” for broader aims.

• Prevalence of S.C., countercultural politics 
and expansion of networks aided: to the 
convergence with alter-globalization mov.

• Global lifestyle/ideology and local action.



  

5. Autonomous spaces

• Early spreading of Zapatist “post-modern” 
politics, promoting radical democracy, 
social disobedience, copyleft, anti-war…

• Sometimes, strong self-segregation in 
alter-globalization demos and Soc. Fori.

• Different squatters’ groups, different 
rhythms and styles of global protesting.



  

6. Conclusions

• Strength of Squatters: radical local politics 
and global vocation.

• Alter-global movement was a qualitative 
shift, but Squatters “lived” the paradox 
from the very beginning.

• Does alter-global mobilization imply less 
importance of local movements like the 
Squatters one?

• Can glocal movements influence other 
urban movements?



  


